This is submitted to the Director of Graduate Studies by the Faculty

LSU SCHOOL OF MUSIC
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY

RECORD OF QUALIFYING EXAM

Successful passage of a qualifying examination is required for all doctoral candidates in the School of Music, and must be completed before the Program of Study can be submitted to the Graduate School, and the residency requirement fulfilled. This exam fulfills Graduate School’s “milestone exam” requirement.

This examination may take many forms, for example, a formal “exam”, or a closed or public recital. A minimum of two School of Music Graduate Faculty (Associate or “Full”) members must sign a Pass on this examination. (Or a majority, if more than two members grade the examination.)

Student: ______________________ Date of exam: __________

LSU ID: 89-____________________

Degree Sought: DMA PhD
Area of Concentration: ________________

Submit with this form a printed program of performance, a copy of a written examination, or a detailed description of the format of the examination.

REPORT OF FACULTY:

I rate this examination as a PASS, and support the student’s continuation in the doctoral program. __________________________

______________________________  __________________________

______________________________  __________________________

To faculty: Please consider the student’s ability to complete all aspects of the program, and list below any areas in which you anticipate weakness (writing skills, academic subject). Discuss these weaknesses with the student, and formulate a plan for improvement.

RETURN TO THE DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE STUDIES
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